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Act, and, therefore, it was not within the jurisdiction of the Minister
to confirm it. The Act only contemplated the submission to the
Minister ofintra vires schemes for confirmation.
In the second case, The King v. Minister of Health, exparte Yaffe,
[1930] 2 K.B. 98, the scheme had been confirmed by the Minister
after modification by him. The writ of prohibition was, therefore, of
no avail to prohibit confirmation. But the applicant applied for
a writ of certiorari to review the Minister's decision. In this he was
successful in the Court of Appeal. Although the Housing Act pro-
vided that the Minister's order, when made, should have statutory
effect as if enacted in the Act, it was held that this did not prevent
the validity of the order being enquired into by the court. The Act
only contemplated orders having statutory effect, if the scheme pre-
sented had been drawn up in strict compliance with its terms. The
decision was reversed by the House of Lords on the facts: Minister
of Health v. The King, [1931] A.C. 494; K. & L. 36. The principle
was, however, confirmed that, while the provision makes the Minis-
ter's order speak as if it were contained in the Act, the Act in which it
is contained is the Act which empowers the making of the order.
If, therefore, the order as made conflicts with the Act, it will have to
give way to the Act.
An interesting illustration of the use of both orders in the same Both Orders
proceedings is to be found in The King v. Paddington and St. Mary- in same
lebone Rent Tribunal, ex parte Bell London and Provincial Properties FroceedlDgs-
Ltd., [1949] 1 K.B. 666. The case is also a useful example of the
interpretation of the wide wording of a statute in relation to the
history of the Act and the reasons which led to its enactment. A
borough council purported to use on a wholesale scale its powers of
referring to a tribunal set up under the Furnished Houses (Rent
Control) Act, 1946, tenancies of all furnished flats wherever two or
more successful applications by tenants in the same block had been
decided in favour of the tenants.1 A Divisional Court granted
prohibition to restrain the use of the tribunal as a general rent-
fixing agency, irrespective of complaints by tenants, and certiorari
to quash eight cases which had been selected by the tribunal
out of over three hundred cases relating to the same block of
flats, on the ground that such selection could not convert an
invalid reference into a valid one. In none of the cases had any
enquiries been made by the council to establish a prima facie case.
Certiorari also lay to quash the decisions in the eight cases because
the reason given by the tribunal for reducing the rents was based on
their inspection of the premises but was not even referred to at the
*
1 The main jurisdiction of these tribunals (see also p. 305, post,} is to fix a
fair rent between a landlord and his tenant; proceedings are normally instituted by
the tenant for a reduction of the rent.

